CONDUCT WARNINGS : IAAF Rule 125.5 (145.2 : 162.5)

Meeting: ....................................................................................................................

Date: ...........................................................................................................................

Athlete Name/Number: ..............................................................................................

Event: ....................................................................................................................... 

Round: ...................................................................................................................... 

Time: .........................................................................................................................

Explanation
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________

Signed: ....................................................................................................................... 

Call Room Referee    Start Referee    Field Referee    Track Referee

(Please circle)

Procedure to follow:

- Inform photo finish (for YC to be shown on results) and the Meeting Manager
- Complete form immediately and give to the Meeting Manager who will copy it for TIC and Call Room Referee who will ensure that YC (as per IAAF Rule 132) appears on all future start lists/technical lists (For 2016 arrangements are pending for this to be done through the IT system therefore it must be done manually)
- If the Call Room Referee gives a yellow card they will annotate the start lists appropriately prior to following the above procedure